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Trade-off between intensity and frequency of
global tropical cyclones
Nam-Young Kang1,2* and James B. Elsner1
Global tropical cyclone climate has been investigated with
indicators of frequency, intensity1 and activity2,3 . However, a
full understanding of global warming’s influence on tropical
cyclone climate remains elusive because of the incomplete
nature of these indicators. Here we form a complete threedimensional variability space of tropical cyclone climate where
the variabilities are continuously linked and find that global
ocean warmth best explains the out-of-phase relationship
between intensity and frequency of global tropical cyclones. In
a year with greater ocean warmth, the tropical troposphere is
capped by higher pressure anomaly in the middle and upper
troposphere even with higher moist static energy anomaly
in the lower troposphere, which is thought to inhibit overall
tropical cyclone occurrences but lead to greater intensities.
A statistical consequence is the trade-off between intensity
and frequency. We calculate an average increase in global
tropical cyclone intensity of 1.3 m s−1 over the past 30 years
of ocean warming occurring at the expense of 6.1 tropical
cyclones worldwide.
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are perhaps the least welcomed natural
phenomena on our planet. Even well-developed and highly
complex societies are vulnerable to their destructiveness because
of significant exposure4,5 . Ocean warmth is increasing with global
warming and a major concern is how TC climate will change. Recent
studies from theoretical and numerical projections of future TC
climate reveal decreasing frequency and increasing intensity in this
warming environment6,7 . Nevertheless, there is little observational
support, except for the increasing intensity of the strongest portion
of TCs (refs 8,9). Trend analysis is a popular approach, but results
are constrained by a focus on just a few TC climate indicators
(for example, accumulated cyclone energy). Is it possible that the
influence of global warming on TCs is aligned somewhere in
between these indicators?
Here we examine a globally consistent TC response to ocean
warming by linearly linking frequency, intensity and activity in
a continuous variability space10 . The linear approach is expected
to provide a convenient framework for understanding the TC
climate structure. TCs whose lifetime-maximum wind (LMW)
speed exceeds 17 m s−1 are selected annually. In this framework,
the annual number of TC occurrences and the annual mean
LMW are used as indicators for frequency (F) and intensity (I ),
respectively. These two primary TC indicators are not orthogonal
to each other, but the corresponding eigenvectors derived from a
principal component analysis create a continuous TC variability
space (Supplementary Fig. 1). The principal component of the inphase relationship between F and I indicates a variability direction
close to those of the accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) and power
dissipation index (PDI; Supplementary Fig. 6). This variability
direction is named A to stand for ‘activity’, and note the other
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Figure 1 | Schematic of a three-dimensional variability space. The TC
climate variability space and the environmental variability space are
constructed separately. The two variability spaces have a crossing angle
and different magnitudes. The projection of TC climate onto the
environmental climate shows which environmental variable best explains
each TC climate variability direction.

principal component indicates a variability direction orthogonal to
A. This variability represents the out-of-phase relationship between
F and I , and is named E to stand for ‘efficiency of intensity’, as it
shows how much more I contributes to A than does F. Practically, E
reveals the degree of trade-off between I and F at a given A. If it were
not for E, the TC climate variability space with I , F and A would not
span the two-dimensional variability space.
The same orthogonal structure is applied to our environmental
framework, where the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and global
sea surface temperature (SST) are chosen as the primary indicators
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The former indicates El Niño (N ) and
the latter global ocean warmth (O). This environmental space
suggests two orthogonal variabilities of warm-year El Niño (W ) and
cold-year El Niño (C), which are indicated by the two principal
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Figure 2 | Projection length of TC climate framework onto environmental framework. a, Projected length of global TC climate variabilities. b, Projected
length of six regional TC climate variabilities. The length represents the correlation coefficient. Variance portion (%) shows how much the best explanatory
environment (upper abscissa) explains each TC climate variability (lower abscissa). Significance of the correlation coefficient is examined using t-values.
The ranges of significant correlation (α ≤ 0.05) are shown with red lines. The contribution of El Niño (N) is shaded in purple and the contribution from
global ocean warmth (O) is shaded in yellow. The two have an overlapping area indicating the portion of positive collinearity. No colour is given to the
portion of negative collinearity. Green vertical lines indicate the variability direction of O and −O.

components. Here, −W and −C point to cold-year La Niña
and warm-year La Niña inversely. Note that ‘warm’ and ‘cold’
refer to global mean SST rather than the El Niño phenomenon
itself. Figure 1 demonstrates how the two orthogonal spaces, one
defined by TC climate and the other by the TC environment, are
placed in a three-dimensional variability space. Projection of the
TC climate framework onto the environmental framework points
to the best explanatory environmental variability for each TC
climate variability direction (Supplementary Fig. 4). A projection
length (correlation) shows how much the TC climate variability is
explained. The contribution of El Niño and global ocean warmth to
the projection length is also identified.
Figure 2 presents the projection results for the global and six
regional TC climates. The past 29-year (1984–2012) observations
are used here on annual basis. Each indicator is the proxy of the
synthetic environmental structure and is circularly chained. A and
E have fixed positions as they are orthogonal to each other by
definition, whereas F and I positions vary depending on TC climate
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The best explanatory environment for each
TC climate is marked in the upper abscissa. The response of western
North Pacific TCs to the defined environment (both El Niño and
global warming) is noticeably high and significant (α ≤ 0.05) at
all directions (red line). Significant response in the eastern North
Pacific and the North Atlantic occurs in a selective variability range.
TCs in the North Indian region and the Southern Hemisphere are
not well explained by this framework. This is not due to lower
statistical power as the number of TCs is not the sample size. Each
basin has 29 annual values. Nonetheless, the global TC climate
coming from these regional features is seen to have a significant
relationship with the defined environment at all directions.
It is found that El Niño is the best explanatory variability for
global TC activity. On the other hand, global ocean warmth is
the best explanatory variability for the efficiency of intensity, as
indicated by the vertical green lines in Fig. 2. By construction, the
efficiency of intensity is the intensity variation with activity variation
removed. This result implies that global ocean warmth increases
global TC intensity, but decreases frequency at the same time.
Hence, the efficiency level explained by global ocean warmth is the
2

amount (magnitude) of trade-off between intensity and frequency.
Regionally the western North Pacific TC climate variability is similar
to that of the globe as a whole. There is no direct link between
the two, as regional values of intensity, activity and efficiency are
determined by the regional frequency.
What physical mechanisms create the significant correlation
between efficiency of intensification and ocean warming (large
yellow area above E)? We pay special attention to the moisture
increases in the tropics (30◦ S–30◦ N). By the Clausius–Clapeyron
relationship, more moisture is evaporated from a warmer ocean
surface, resulting in water vapour concentrating in the lower
troposphere11 . Figure 3a is a correlation map showing the
vertical structure of moist static energy change by different
environmental variability directions. Compared with other largescale environmental changes, global ocean warming is clearly seen to
be accompanied by a convectively more unstable troposphere. Moist
air pumped from the lower troposphere moves upwards along the
moist adiabat by which the upper air is heated12 .
In contrast to this warm anomaly prevailing in the middle
and the upper troposphere in the tropics, moisture itself in the
lower troposphere is not effectively transported out to the free
atmosphere11,13 (Supplementary Fig. 10). The consequences are
warmer and drier conditions aloft, which is well reflected in the
high-pressure anomaly over the middle and the upper troposphere
(Fig. 3b). With the smaller Coriolis effect at lower latitudes, the
high-pressure anomaly is well stratified and dominant over the
tropics. Thus the two collinear environments, which are induced
by the lower tropospheric moisture increase in association with
the warmer global ocean, can be characterized as a more unstable
troposphere but stronger high pressure in the middle and the upper
troposphere. The high-pressure anomaly concentrates convection
in time and space. These thermodynamic conditions over the
global tropical cyclone activity imply fewer TCs, but efficient
intensification once a TC is spawned to maintain a constant activity
level. Thus TC intensity increases at the expense of TC frequency.
In addition, a dynamic factor is examined using Hadley circulation
strength (HCS). HCS is defined as the average of the maximum
absolute mass streamfunction in each hemisphere. Its connection
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Figure 3 | Correlation profiles. a, Plotted for moist static energy. b, Plotted for geopotential height. Correlations are calculated with each environmental
variability (upper abscissa) in the tropics (30◦ S–30◦ N). TC climate variability which can be best explained by each environmental variability is noted in the
lower abscissa. Green vertical lines indicate the variability direction of O and −O.

with the global ocean warmth, however, seems insignificant, at least
over the period studied here (Supplementary Fig. 11). This study is
expected to provide a good basis for further understanding the mass
flux response to global warming, which has been mostly examined
by numerical models.
Observations indicate that global mean SST has increased by
0.30 ◦ C over the past 30 years on average (Supplementary Fig. 9).
Figure 4 shows how the increased global ocean warmth has
influenced the magnitude of the trade-off between the intensity
and the frequency of global TCs. Here, σ is the standard deviation
of global intensity and frequency simultaneously, which suggests a
trade-off of 0.21 m s−1 per TC (Supplementary Fig. 12). Inversely,
the rate results in 4.7 fewer TCs per metre per second increase in
average intensity. The efficiency of intensity can be estimated on
this σ level to estimate the amount of trade-off. The efficiency of
intensity has increased by 0.74 σ owing to the global mean SST
increase. In physical units the trade-off amounts to 1.3 m s−1 at the
expense of 6.1 TCs over the period.
In spite of the regionally strong response of the efficiency of
intensity in the western North Pacific (see Fig. 2) to warming
seas, the contribution of this region to the global result is small.
This is because the intensity level in this basin is higher, so a
reduction in frequency implies a smaller contribution to the global
intensity–frequency trade-off (Supplementary Fig. 5). Interestingly,
the contribution in the North Atlantic is impressive. Despite the fact
that the regional change of the efficiency of intensity is negative with
global ocean warming (see Fig. 2), the contribution of this region
to the global is positive and dominant. From the framework of
statistical physics, the regional changes associated with global ocean
warmth fix the global trade-off between intensity and frequency.
This study clarifies the connection between global TC climate
and global warming. Instead of trend analysis, annual global mean
SST is used to directly examine annual variations. This approach
avoids the data quality problem occurring in a trend analysis when
the observation technique advances over time14 . A continuous variability space is applied that provides a broader and deeper understanding of the relationships not accessible from a restricted focus
on frequency and intensity alone.
Results show that global ocean warmth best explains the
variability direction associated with the efficiency of intensity.
Subsequently, global ocean warmth is confirmed to bring about
a convectively more unstable environment with more moisture
in the lower troposphere, but a stronger high pressure aloft.
This inhibits TC occurrences but provokes bursting intensities.
Through the process, global warming over the ocean is seen to
contribute to the efficiency of intensity. Intensity increases at the
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Figure 4 | Influence of global ocean warming on the trade-off between
intensity and frequency of global tropical cyclones. 95% confidence
intervals are shown in grey lines. Reference σ is the standard deviation of
global intensity and frequency at the same time. Regional contributions are
shown with different colours. Red and blue characters represent positive
and negative changes, respectively. Global trade-off amount is seen to have
increased by 0.74σ over the past 30 years, which is comparable to 1.3 m s−1
increase of intensity at the expense of 6.1 TCs.

expense of frequency; hence, no change in overall activity. These
results have important implications for the theory of climate. The
methodology can be applied to TCs generated by dynamical climate
models to better understand the meaning of TC climatology in
future scenarios.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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